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False Alaims Cry 'Wolf
i lifesaving potential, huge burden off the fire

department" if they can be

adjusted to a slightly lower

sensitivity.

Protective Systems, Inc. of

Chattanooga was contracted to

Peggy Barr the systt

Students in the dorms
False alarms are keeping

,ongGr reacting quickly
studentfitemen on the run this d . False aiarrns
fall. The rash of false alarms dangerous since
began soon after the installation

in jurjes occur to firei

of fire detector systems in most route than at the scent.
M , v

campus. Each faise a iarm costs the instal1 the svstem
.

» August,
'

university $105 per hour for lost 1976 for a fee of $61,000. The

working time of faculty University pays an additional

members on the department. $1500 per month for lease and

of the dormitori

Sew;
answered only one false alarm ii

the three years prior to thi

outbreak.
Student firemen have rushed

to about fifteen fireless calls

since they went on duty in

September. Community fire

department members were
disturbed s<

Student members also lose time,

and each run causes needless

wear and tear on engines and

equipment.

Why are there so many false

sight times alarms? "I would th

by shoddy equipment,"
malfunctioning or damaged Cameron "You can
alarms. The greatest number of smok

-

e detector at
alarms have been to Cleveland, Roebuck and u
Johnson, Gailor, and McCrady. malfunction."

According to Doug Cameron, Director of
community fire chief, firemen Services Tom Lotti

are "already visibly slowing agree. He argues that the

down due to the large number not been any

of false alarms." malfunctioning units th;

Timothy Keith-Lucas sums expected. A prediction of the other thr

up the problem, "What thirty-five
^
false alarms per year by Christmas

protectii

; very dependent on the time it

takes you to get there. ..this

system buys us a little bit of

time. If this becomes a 'cry

wolf situation, then firemen

University

i made by Protective Systei

of equipment.

No one seems to know
exactly how this particular

company was chosen. No one
in the fire department was
consulted. Provost Schaefer,

who was not acting as provost

at that time, states, "As far as I

know it was not put out for a

bid. I just don't know if the

price is reasonable."

The detector system will

include 798 units, 198 smoke
units, 116 manual stations, and
107 horns in fourteen buildings

when complete. Eleven

dormitories are now equipped;
ill be finished

Mr. Tom Lotti examines fire alarm system

and the siren."

Fire protectic

"y none:
ago

reluctant

ell

Lotti feels that some of the

problems develop because the

electrically -powered system is

vulnerable to damage by
electrical storms and
disturbances. "There is no
fool-proof system," Lotti

emphasizes, "Not all of them
(false alarms) are malfunctions;

some are caused by students."

For example, one detector in

Gailor was damaged by a frisbee.

Keith-Lucas suspects that the

TUITION CLIMBS
Lindsay Coates

students will face a

tuition increase next fall.

Anticipated expenses for the

1978--79 academic year will be

$5010 as compared to the 1977-

78 costs of $4300.

interview with the

d that Sewanet
not comparable
a state institute

contributed tc

Energy costs

student safety

necessity of fulfilling state

requirements led to the dec
to put in an elaborate detector system is too sensitive and sets PURPLE Provost Schaefer
system. itself off spontaneously. The cited a variety of factors which

"The idea behind it was only units which have

excellent," acknowledges malfunctioned are the smoke
Cameron, "You need to get detectors. These units detect J"^ the provost esUmates
people out of the dorms before smokG photoelectrical^ that costs in thjs area for th ,

the smoke kills them. A antj a iarge am0unt of dust in

properly functioning unit should tne air may be setting them off
detect smoke three to eight As far as their ability tc

minutes before it becomes very detect a fire goes, the units art

dangerous. excellent, according to Keith
Cameron maintains, however, Lucas. They have detected verj

that malfunctions in the system minor fires and small amounts oi

are not only an inconvenience smoke four times. Keith-Luca;

to the firemen but also reduce feels that they could "take t

University went up twenty

percent. Faculty salaries were

also increased in an effort to

keep up with the rising cost of

living. Renovations, such as

Tuckaway , are also necessary

to make the dorms liveable.

The Provost also

that <

which

small classes, more
individualized attention and

hence a better education, costs

are inevitably higher, according

to Provost Schaefer.

Because the University

faced a one-half million dollar

deficit last year it was
necessary to raise the tuition.

The Provost also pointed out

that the University's other two
sources of income, gifts and

interest on the endowment,
have not kept pace with

operating costs.

The tuition jump this year

was $340 instead of the $710

rise anticipated for next year.

The Provost explained the

by saying that the

University had been holding

down the costs since about

1975 and "didn't keep pace;

now we're making up for it to

stay alive." He also noted that

tuition had been increasing at

an annual rate of 7.6% over the

past five years whereas the

price index has

;d 8%.

yea>

tudent

d 56% ove

period wher-

costs

iderbilt's have increased

54% and Southwestern's 55%.

The Provost also said that

Sewanee "is very good on

aid, one of the top per

student." Twenty-two percent

of the endowment goes to

student aid. Last year student

aid accounted for $896,064 of

the $3,106,894 total tuition

(see graph on p. 3)
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201 Plan Viewed As
Sewage Alternative

Becka Pierce considered.

The Sewanee Utility District The plan will be instituted in

held its fianal public hearing on stages -
DePot Creek wiil stm be

the proposed 201 Facility Plan used

for this area's sewage last week. HZHl'
Presently,

depositing all

Should amounts of
rapidly increase or

, ,
. - . oveni<»w it will be pumped

portions of Fran Win and Grundy down Highway 64 to the Elk
Counties discharge sewage at Riyer An present leaks and
Depot Creek. Inadequate septic holes will be patched,
tanks systems and raw sewage Eventually activated sludge beds,

overflows are causing health

irds, odor

Firemen answer a false alarm at Johnson dormitory

problems, and
accelerated eutrophication of

local lake waters.

Mr. J.R. Walford of the J.R.

Walford Company led most of
Monday's meeting at the
Sewanee Public School and
assured attendants that in

formulating the 201 Facility

cost, water quality, land use,
expected population and effects
on the environment had all been

Julie Hall

Amid claps of thunder,

streak* of Ugh tning, and a

merciless downpour of rain,

35 concerned residents,

students, and faculty members
recently made their way to

Otev Parish for the first

organizational meeting of the

Sewanee Environmental

The group was formed last

March, with much impetus
from George Brosi, the

Southern Tennessee Coal
Fields Organizer for "Save Our
Cumberland Mountains"
(SOCM), to aid local organiza-

tions in their Tight against

the AMAX Coal Corporation.
At that time AMAX had

leased mineral rights to 10,000
acres of land in the

Cumberland Mountain Range
area from the Huber Corpora-

tion. They were in the prori-s
of applying for a permit to

SEG Thwarts Strip Mining Proposal
strip mine that land.

According to Doug
Cameron, instigator and
present co-ordinator of the

Sewanee Environmental
Group, most of these mineral

rights had been privately sold

by individuals in the 1920's.
Underground shaft mining was
the only known way to obtain
coal at the time. AMAX had
consolidated these private

holdings into a "Broad Form
Deed," under which they could
employ any fashion necessary
to obtain the minerals.

AMAX was stopped on one
front by the passage of the
Surface Rights Amendment in
the Tennessee Legislature. It

provides that the only mining
allowed by the holder of the
mineral rights, without consent
of the surface rights owner,
is that type which was

nineral rights

activeThe SEG took a:

role in seeing that the
ment was passed. The Legis-
lative Task Force Committee
of the group, headed by Mel-
issa Harrison, traveled to Nash-
ville and lobbied with state

legislators while the bill was

under consideration.

AMAX was stopped sec-

ondly by the fact that they did

not meet water quality stan-

dards set by the Water Quality
Division of the Department
of Public Health.
AMAX has since left the

Cumberland Mountain area,

although they still hold the
mineral rights.

With the fight against
AMAX concluded, one focus

of attention for the SEG this
year will be research of Count

Passing News
The School of Theology wm

ceive a $15,000 grant ove.-

iree years from the Conant
Fund for its expansion of its

field education program. The
grant was approved by the
Episcopal Church's Board for

Theological Education.
~he School of Theology

also has received a $55,000
grant jointly with the
Vanderbilt School of Divinity
from the Booth -Ferris

Foundation. This grant will

enable the two schools, which
already cooperate in some

es of their theological
education, to expand the
opportunities of students at

both schools for required
practical training in churches,
hospitals, prisons and other
institutions.

cutting overgn

clearing paths ai

a stepbridge.

The Tennessee
Service Commission w
public hearing on
Central Bell Telephor

AlphaThe Lambda (

fraternity spent the
Saturday, September 24

cleaning up Abbo's Alley. The
LCAs prepared Abbo's alley

the winter by pulling

s, trimming bushes.

Public

ill hold a

South

proposal on
October 12, 1977 at the

Rutherford County
Courthouse in Murfreesboro.
The hearing will begin at 7:00

Under the proposed rate
structure South Central Bell is

seeking $92 million in

additional revenues. This plan
includes a restructuring of the
Directory Assistance rates and
an increase in the cost of pay
phones from the present
10 cents to 25 cents a call.

The he
ve the

'ings ;

public a bette
understanding of how thi

proposed rate increase woulc
affect them and will also offe
an opportunity for objection;
to the plan to be presented.

The Southern Regional
Training Program in Publi.

Administration is now
accepting applications for
academic year. The prograni

prepares students for

careers in government and is

sponsored by the Universities

of Alabama, Kentucky, and
Tennessee.

Fellowships are awarded on
the bases if high academic
achievement, scores on the
quantitative and qualitative

portions of the Graduate
Record Exam, and a real

interest in pursuing a career
in public administration in the
South.

Applications must be
received by February 15, 1978.
For information and
applications write to: Coleman
B. Ransone, Jr., Director,
Southern Regional Training
Program in Public
Administation, Drawer I,

University, Alabama, 35486.

FIRE DEPARTMENT REDUCES SOPHOMORE SALARY
Ruth Cardinal

A cut in the budget of
student funds to the Volunteer
Fire Department has
resulted in a cut in the salary
of sophomore firemen. The
five sophomores on the
Department will receive a

payment for one-half of their

dormitory room charges
whereas the rest of the student

members of the Department

will receive payment for the

full room charges.

Mr. Tom Lotti, Director of

Auxiliary Services, said that he

received an order from the

Administration last December
to reduce the budget and to

cut the number of funded
firement from 19 to 17.

According to Mr. Lotti, the

fire department had the choice

of reducing the number of
firemen by dropping those
with the lowest test scores or
dividing the funds. Mr. Lotti
said the latter course was
decided upon and that David
Walters, last year's fire chief,
informed the new members of
their cut in salary.

Alan Whitehead, this year's

(cont. on p. 5)

Tax Records
rently little o

counties now

The

rights although
now have the right to
ral holdings according
value. Appeals to the
ie County Tax Equal-
Board are now in

sing data provided by
ranee Envi

attention

Monitoring. By testing the

ph of streams which receive

water run-off from mines, the

group can bring violations of
the water quality standard to
the attention of the

Department of Health.

The SEG also includes a
Benefit Concert and an Energy
Conference in its plans for the
upcoming year. The object of
the Conference will be to look
at the entire energy problem
and to dispell popular rumors
and misconceptions. Says
George Brosi, "We can't just be
against strip-mining, we must
get a perspective on how things
fit together in the energy
picture."

Plans are also made to
petition the Delegate Assem
bly for a charter to become
an official organization.
The group announced plans for
monthly meetings, and
organized into Legislative,
Stream Monitoring, Benefit,
and Energy Conference Task

filters, and reusable sludge beds

will be added. The plan does

not include extention to

people outside the area already

serviced. Mr. Walford explained

that this plan is the most

economical as well as a logical

stepping stone to almost any

environmental plan. Water

pollution at Depot Creek is not a

major issue as it has been going
on for fifty years. Even if the

effluent was purified, 100%
water from the Depot Creek
would not be fit for drinking.

This is due to the surface

condition of the creek.

Plan 201 has been submitted
to the Environmental Protection
Agency for approval. Ms. Jean
Raber represented the EPA at

the hearing. Ms. Raber is

responsible for making an
environmental impact statement
concerning Facility Plan 201.

The EPA will assess Sewanee's
sewage problem and either
accept the 201 plan or present
what they consider a better plan.

Ms. Raber described Sewanee as

a "piece of heaven." He felt sure
Sewanee will receive some
financial help due to bills

pending in Congress.
The proposed plan would

increase sewage costs for the
individual from approximately
$55.00 a year to $72.00 a year.
The University now pays
$74,000 a year and under the
201 plan would pay $112,000
a year. Vice-Chan eellor Robert
Ayres asked that no more
money be spent. He said that
the University could not
accomodate more increases.

Under the 201 plan
population may increase to 2810
people— 1510 permnent
residents and 1300 students.
The sewage plant now serves
approximately 1900 people.

Three ma e pure breed

Labradore Puppies need

homes' If nterested contact

Blanton Miller through the

SPO.

PARAPHERNALIA

SPECIAL ORDERS IN ONE DAY
NEXT DOOR TO SMOKE HOUSE RESTAURANT
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Madame Sergava Conducts Workshop

Last ek Sew

Mysterious Heaven above All Saints

Black Student Union Extends Membership
Walter Givhan

The newly formed Black
Student Union has an

interesting priortiy for this

year: the inclusion of the

white students at Sewanee.
"Our big priority is to expand
so more white students will

be a part of it; it is not a

segregated organization," said

Reggie Rucker ,
the

organization's leader.

There has been concern and
confusion over the aims of the

organization and what some
consider to be an exhorbitant

Student Activity Fee
Committee (SAFC) allocation

($800) to the union, according
to Rucker. He empahsized
that the organization will

not cater to or include
exclusively balcks but that

"the purpose will be ot

promote minority cultures. in

general."

The organization plans to

have a black dance group,

black lecturers, and "several

little programs." "Presently

we're looking into getting the

new president of Fisk

University to come here."

added Rucker. The group

hopes to have a big

presentation for Black History

Week in February.

"We want to stretch the

amount of money we have,"

said Rucker, but he fears that

the allocation will not go as

far as the union would like

because of the high cost of

lecturers. "We've been given a

promise of assistance from the

lecture Committee if we need

it," added Rucker.

The Black Student Union
was formed during the last

school year, and at that time

named Dr. James Clayton and
Dr. Dale Richardson as their

advisors. "They've been very

helpful and so has Don
Armentrout of the Lecture

Committee," said Rucker.
Presently, the organization is

using St. Joseph's Hall (at

the Outside Inn) as its base.

Catherine Sergava, who is a

member of the faculty of

Hagen-Berghof Studios in New
York City.

Madame Sergava is of Rus-

plished master of ballet and

acting. She began her theatri-

cal career as the ballet student

of Gokin and Mordkin. She

danced with the Mordkin Bal-

let, the Ballet Theatre and De

Basil Ballet Russe. Her drama

teachers were Andre Jilinski of

the Moscow Art Theatre and

Miaheal St. Denis at the Lon-

don Theatre Studio.

As a dancer she played the

Dream Lori in the original

ballet production of Oklaho-

ma. She also played Jenny

Diver in the original New York
production of Three Penny

Opera. She has made numer-

ous television appearances.

Some of these appearances

were Idiots' Delight, Gigi, and

The Two Mrs, Carols. She is

also the author of "Introduc-

tion Ballet".

Madame Sergava, or "Miss

Catherine" as I called her,

came to the University to teach

acting. The series of work-

shops which she conducted

were not in the form of long

lectures: to the contrary they

took the form of helpful criti-

cisms of skits and monologues

performed by University stu-

dents. She also brought along

some of her own students who

performed as well.

Madame Sergava immediate-

ly established a warm relation-

ship with the students of the

workshops, and she refered to

us, on one occasion, as 'my
grandchildren". As the work-

shops progressed it was obvious

that she felt very much at

To Catherine Sere *
>

nothing is too trivial when it is

displayed on stage. Everything

which is done on stage should

be done with purpose in mind,

no matter how insignificant the

action may seem. As Miss

Catherine once told us, "If

what you are doing on stage is

boring to yourself, then the

audience will also be bored.'

She continued in this same vein

and said, "Never bore your

audience; heighten what you

enjoy, what you crave, what

you fear.

icont.onp. 12)

SEWANEE ,. VANDERBILT
SOUTHWESTERN

This graph illustrates the cost of tuition and fees, the average

and board cost, and a standard allowance for books, sup-

plies and personal expenses.

WEEKDAYS 6-

924-2268

SUNDAY BUFFET

CHARCOAL SIRLOIN STRIP

SALAD BAR

CHOICE OF POTATO $4.95

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED
COUNTRY HAMS AND HOT BISQUITS

- STEAKS --

SLICED HICKORY SMOKED BBQ AND RIBS

SERVED WITH CORN FRITTERS

LARGE PARTY ROOM SEATING 200

10 SPECIALTY SHOPS NEXT DOOR FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

OLD COUNTRY STORE HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE

HOLE IN THE MIDDLE

COUNTRY BOY

THE WOOD SHED

The GLASS HOUSE
THE SPORTS NICHE

POTTER'S WHEEL

FINE WINES AND LIQUORS - DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

VILLAGE WINEo^SPIRlTSHOPPE;

WINES AND SPIRITS

NEXTDOOR TO SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT

PHONE 924-2288

OLD COUNTRY STORE DELI
NEXT DOOR TO THE VILLAGE WINE AND SPIRIT SHOPPE

PARTY SNACKS SPECIALITY ITEMS MIXES CHEESES SANDWICHES

SPECIAL -'MILLER, SCHLITZ. BUDWEISER, LITE 7 OZ BOTTLES 8 PAK $1.88

LOCATED AT THE SMOKE HOUSE RESTAURANT MALL IN MONTEAGLE. TN
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Kayden: A Legacy of Letters

Eugene Mark Kayden of

Sewanee, professor emeritus of

economics at the University of

the South and widely

published translator of Russian

poetry, died Monday night in

Emerald-Hodgson Hospital at

the age of 91.

A requiem eucharist will be

held in All Saints' Chapel in

Sewanee on Thursday, October

6 at 2:00 pm, with interment

of ashes in the University

Cemetery at 4 :00 pm on
Monday, October 10.

Professor Kayden was born

in Russia and came to the

United States at the age of 17,

receiving his citizenship a few

years later. He earned a BA
from the University of
Colorado and an MA from
Harvard where he held a
scholarship in economics. He
attended Princeton University

on a fellowship, then studied
English literature at Columbia
University. He was awarded a

fellowship to Oxford, which he
was unable to accept because
of the outbreak of World War
War I.

For several years Kayden
spent most of his time as a

government economist
alternating this with teaching
at the University of Colorado,
Penn State, Columbia, Yale
and West Virginia. He came to

Sewanee in 1924 as professor of

! and founder of the

s department.
He retired from the

University of the South in 1955
to give his full time to

translations of Russian poetry,

which he began in 1911 in his

hours of leisure from his

teaching arch excellent

In addition to his many
published articles and
monographs in the field of
economics, Kayden prepared
translations, as well as articles

and essays on Russian
literature, for THE NATION,
THE RUSSIAN REVIEW, the

NEW REPUBLIC, the

SEWANEE REVIEW (for

which he was associate editor

from 1925 to 1927), the

AMERICAN SLAVIC
REVIEW, CHRISTIAN
CENTURY, COLORADO
QUARTERLY, and THE NEW
STATESMAN of London,
among other publications.

Hallmark Cards, which holds

the greeting card rights to

Kayden 's translations of
Pasternak , has also used
Kayden translations of
Lermontov and Pleshcheyev

poems. The vast Kayden
output also includes

translations from Andreyev,

Essenin, and Garshin.

He published three books of

translations of Pasternak's

poems, a volume each of
Lermontov and Tyutchev, and
translated Pushkin's EUGENE
ONEGIN and LITTLE
TRAGEDIES. Since 1971 the

COLORADO QUARTERLY
has been publishing 30 to 50
pages of his translations of
various Russian poets in every

issue. TIME magazine in 1959

chose his volume of Pasternak's
POEMS as the "Year's Best
in Poetry," and Pasternak
himself praised Kayden 's

rendition of his work.
Kayden 's translations have

been acclaimed by many critics

and scholars as

poetry in English as well as

remarkably exact translations.

Professor Kayden in 1972
was awarded the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters by the University of
Colorado, its first such degree
given in absentia. The S&s
University of the South
awarded him its Doctor of
Letters degree in 1969.

Robert M. Ayres, Jr., vice-

chancellor of the University
of the South, is a former
student and long-time friend of
Mr. Kayden

"He was a man of great
sensitivity, compassionate
concerning his fellow man,"
said Mr. Ayres. "He was a

strong believer in Christian
brotherhood among all nations,
and spent the latter years of
his life helping to bring this

about through his translations

of Russian poetry. He was
always a seeker of truth and
was a person who helped to
open the eyes of all who knew
him toward the injustices that
existed in our world."

Dr. Eugene Mark Kayden

CCN Pegs Up First Meeting
The Sewanee Chapter of the

Community of the Cross of
Nails held its first meeting for

the year in the Bishop's Com-
mon Lounge on Sunday, Sep-
tember 18, at 7:30 p.m. A pre-

sentation of the work of this

International Community of
Reconciliation was made by
The Reverend Charles Kiblin-

ger and several students who
spent the summer at Coventry
Cathedral in England where

the Community was founded.

The CCN is an ecumenical
Christian community dedicated

to the ministry of reconcilia-

tion. Its members adopt a rule

of life called the Common Dis-
cipline which includes such
things as daily prayer, regular

scripture reading, theological

reflection, daily attention to

personal relationships, respon-
sibility to the needs of the
Community, care of health,

Hauser Dancers Debut October Eighth
The eight member Nancy

Hauser dance company of

MinneapoliS'-described as

"inventive, innovative, and
energetic" by newspapers in

major cities where they have

performed-will make its mid-
Tennessee debut on Saturday,

October 8 at 8 p.m. in Guerry
Hall auditorium at the Univer-

sity of the South.

Sponsored jointly by the

National Endowment for the

Arts and the Tennessee Arts

Commission, the concert is

being coordinated by St.

Andrew's School, which was
recently named the recipient
of a $6,800 grant to host the
dance component of the
Artists-in-Schools program.

Admission to the program
will be $2 per adult, $1 per
student, and $.50 per student
in groups of ten. University of
the South and St. Andrew's
students will be admitted free

upon identification.

The interpretative

"pertoire of the

Nancy Hauser Dance Company
to which each member of the
company contributes,

designed to express imagina-
tion and reflect perfection
through training. All aspects
of the dance are touched on in

the troupe's work, with partic-

ular emphasis on creative.

The company has worked

The Nancy Hauser dance company: "inventive and energetic"

hard with students of all levels

as part of the Artists-in-School

and Dance Touring programs
of the National Endowment
for the Arts. In addition, a

three-year Bush Foundation
grant has enabled the group to

conduct residencies in schools
throughout Minnesota. The
Hauser troupe is part of a

Minneapolis-based parent
company, the Guild of
Performing Arts, which
presently teaches dance to
nearly 450 students.

Now 67 years old and
retired from active dance for
the past eight years, Nancy
Hauser nonetheless remains the
inspiring force behind fhp

company. She is widely
considered a pioneer in the
field. '

Her colorful career began in

1927, when she scrubbed
studio floors to pay for lessons
with Hanya Holm in New York.
She later taught dance at Finch
College, then moved with her
sculptor husband to the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area,
where she has taught at both
Carleton and Macalaster

- colleges.

In the early 1950's, Ms.
Hauser founded the Dance
Guild Theater in St. Paul, a
small school with a performing
company. By the mid-60's it

had outgrown its studio, and
she set up the Guild of
Performing Arts at its present
site in an old Minneapolis
knitting mill.

responsible use of wealth and
regular worship.

An essential part of the

Common Discipline is the

foyer group. Foyer groups
made up of 8 to 10 members
meet once a month for a light

supper. In Sewanee these

groups are made up, as much as

possible, of students, adminis-
trators, faculty and towns-

people. Recalling the old cus-

tom of Sunday night visitation

most of these groups meet on
Sunday night. Members of

each foyer take turns hosting
the simple meal. Last year the

dozen groups of this 120
member Community met in

faculty homes, dormitory
>ms and students'

This year there will be a
more intense group for persons
interested in a weekly group
for spiritual growth. This
group, called a Spiritual Life
Group, will meet for ten weeks
in the first semester exploring
the issues of spirituality in
their lives.

The Community will also
sponsor other events on
campus. An overnight retreat
will be offered by Carlyle Gill
and Robert Keirsey. During
the week of October 30, The'
Reverend Kenyon Wright, a
Canon on the staff of Coventry
Cathedral, will be here holding
seminars and open forums, and
meeting with classes in the Col-
lege and Seminary on the sub-
ject of Third World Theology.
Fifteen years a minister in the
Church of Northern India and
since then highly involved in

political matters and the work
of the Church in the third
world, Wright is especially

knowledgeable of the problem
of the peoples of the under-
developed nations. Also an ex-
tremely able preacher, he will
be the guest preacher at the All
Saints' Day Service in All
Saints' Chapel at 4:30 p.m. on
November 1.

(cont. on p. 11)
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Jpic, (£tU or Joggercl

My colleague Rusticus has been giving me rather a rough

of it concerning my devotion to that sweet goddess, the Muse of

"''The notion of deevine inspurasion in composin' potrey
'

Ruaty ms&ts! "is jus' plain ol' fashioned, an' wurse, downraught

"?Upptng through his NORTON'S ANTHOLOGY Rusty

pointed at a few smudge-marked passages:

What is a poet? To whom does he address him-

self? And what language is to be expected from him?

He is a man speaking to men—

The principle object, then, preposed in these

poems was to choose incidents and situations from

common life, and to relate or describe them, through-

out, as far as was possible, in a selection of language

really used by men...

Humble and rustic life was generally chosen,

because in that condition the essential passions of the

heart find a better soil in which they can attain their

maturity, are less under restraint, and speak a plainer

and more emphatic language ...

"Now, if yer as smart as you seems to think, Edgur, you'll not

Dnly pay sum 'tension to that there Wordsworth feller but to th : -

e Whipper-snapper Keste:"

That if Poetry comes not as naturally I

to a tree it had better not come at all.

The roughhewn rhetoric of Rusty moved me with power. Fo

, few short moments I lost my wits altogether. "Eureka 1 " I

yelled, as I dashed recklessly out of my garden house toward

campus, heedlessly trampling my orderly garden beds, toppling

the tulip tips and smushing the mums. Once on campus, I headed

•iedly toward Abbo's Alley to pretend I was a tree. Standing

very still with my eyes screwed tightly shut and imagining my

buds beginning to burst, I waited patiently for a vague, intrinsic

sort of inspiration.

Suddenly I heard a slight rustle and felt a warm stream ol

liquid pour down my right leg. I opened my eyes to see an obese

basset-hound wobble off. "The only thing Keat's inspires me to

do "
I thought dejectly, "is to follow in the tradition of Swift s

remental poetry. I never have liked Swift much. He's a bit

too plain and too emphatic for my taste."

Hands, large and strong and

proven in craft, chisel wood.

Thoughts come and freely go;

in the ability to build, things are known.

The
,rds

The pride is in the swing and the

Whit Taylor

Entertainment Corner
BIRMINGHAM ALBERT B. BOUTWELL AUDITORIUM AND EXHIBITION HALL

OCTOBER 1977

Date

Tue 11,18,25

Sat 8

Tue 11

Fri 28 and

Sat 29

NASHVILLE THE LOOBY THEATER
Sapt 29 - Oct 16 The Glass Menagerie

STUDENT ART: Sept 26 - Oct 17

Second Floor of Carnegie

Wrestling - Gulas,

Denaburg & Joint Ath-

letic Committee

Dance - Blacke Survivors

Social & Savings Club

Dance -• Sharrodos
Social and Savings Club

Examination
Jefferson County Per-

sonnel Board

Dance -

Knoxville College

Alumni Association

Square Dance -

Alabama Square Dance
Association

Dance -

Boni-Fade Social 8i

Savings Club

Dance -

Gallant Men Social &
Savings Club

J J Cale Concert -

Interchange Concerts

Dance --

Lawson State Com-
munity College

Jimmy Swaggart crusade

Jimmy Swaggart Evan-

gelistic Association

Jimmy Swaggart Crusade

Time Location

8 :00 -1 1:00 p.m. Main Auditorium

9:00 p.m.- Exhibition Hall

1:00 a.m.

9:00 p m Exhibition Hall

1:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall

2:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.-- Exhibition Hall

8:00 p.m.

11:00 p.i

9:00 p.r

1:00 i

8:00 p.m.
1t00 p.i

7:30 p.m.-
10:00 p.i

2:30 p.m.
6:00 p.i

Exhibition Hall

Exhibition Hall

Main Auditorium

Main Auditorium

Main Auditorium

TODAY ON WUTS
4:30 -5:30 p.m. People and Ideas "Women in the Arts"

5:30 - 7:00 p.m. Classical Showcase

1 1 :00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. Progressive Rock

Parents

Visit
College students at the

University of the South played

host to about 600 visitors for

Parents' Weekend

.

This popular event allows

parents to visit the college

during an average day and

participate in campus events.

Last weekend they were

able to attend their children's

classes, see a show of student

art work, meet professors at

brunch, attend th

KilO :epti< th<

THE L10H ffllfi

-FEATURING-

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH SEAL
IN NEEDLEPOINT

POTTERY * CANDLES * PLANTS * BASKETS
SILVER JEWERLY * NEEDLEWORK

MACRAME EQUIPMENT
* WOOD AND STUFFED TOYS *

HOURS 12:30 to 5:00 PM
TUESDAY through SATURDAY

;ith Austin

Outing
football game

College, and go

Club hike to Deerlick Falls

There was a picnic on the

lawn, as well as a reception by

the Christian Fellowship group,

a dramatic presentation by

visiting actress/teacher

Katharine Sergava, and an

Oktoberfest sponsored by the

German Club. The Outside

a student-run night spot, held

two star-studded evenings, with

music by a long list of talented

students.
Chairman of this year's

Parents' Weekend was college

junior Danny Myers, a music

major from Richmond, Va.

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING

STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE

2 MECHANICS AVAILABLE

FUEL- 100 OCTANE

PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL STARTING SOON

Fire Pay
(cont. from p. 2)

chief, likewise told them of the

cut in funds. Whitehead also

told the PURPLE that

sophomores haven't always

been funded. He said that up

until 1975 sophomores received

no payment at all for their

services but in that year they

began to get full funding.

ADVANCED AND AEROBATIC INSTRUCTION IN

1977 CESSNA AEROBAT FIVE HOURS DUAL AND

FOUR HOURS GROUND INSTRUCTION ON AERO-

BATIC BASICS, CONTROL AND RECOVERY FROM
UNUSUAL ATTITUDES.

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY THE AIRPORT

FOR INFORMATION
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Editor's note: Editorial opinion, other than "At Whifs End",
which is expressed on these pages does not necessarily reflect
the position of the PURPLE on related matters. These
articles, cartoons, etc. are exhibitions of individual viewpoints
on various issues and the editors sincerely hope that they will

be understood as such. The editors welcome any response to

written for otherwise) material and hope that all will feel free

to contribute their opinions in these pages.
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AT WHITS END
I feel that the editorial section in this edition of the

PURPLE is heavy laden enough with serious expression of
opinion, so that I hope I will be permitted a different

approach to my own column to lighten things up a bit.

The editorial, A NOT SO PEDANTIC VIEW OF APATHY,
as you wilt clearly see, is written in dialogue form. The ficti-

tious conversation takes place between College Joe Imintoit

and Daniel Whoyakiddin after a typically poor showing of
members at the O.B. meeting fO.B. = Oversized Brains). Ima-

gine if you can. Joe Imintoit IJ.I.) in a clean, pressed gown,
with a very flustered expression on his face as he stalks into

Gailor espying his fellow members lounging about drinking

coffee and generally shooting the breeze.

Daniel Whoyakiddin (D.W.) wryly smiles as he looks up to

see his pompous bitchin buddy so out of sorts. D.W. is com-
pelled to gain the upper hand and begins:

D.W. How's the railroad business, these days Joe? Stock still

dwindling? Where's your cute little hat with the stripes?

J.I. This train isn't exactly bound for glory, Dan. Seems
everybody is content to play caboose. You really should have
been at the meeting today to accept nomination.

D.W. Oh yeah, what nomination?

J.T. The nomination for Apathetic Student of the Year, for
the least constructive criticisms of student organizations ever
aired in the Pub. Unfortunately your good-time drinking bud-
dies weren't there to grunt, groan, or farble a response for a

second to the nomination.

D.W. Joe, sit your face down . . . you get so over your head
in involvement you can't see the forest for the trees.

J.T. The trouble with you is that you have built a nest in your
tree, complete with worms.

D.W. Nice analogy, but you had better bark up somebody
else's tree. At least I realistically accept my limitations, or
worms as you prefer. You don't seem to be able to do the
same. You evidently enjoy sipping tea with Alice and her
looking-glass friends.

J.T. What limitations are you refering to. Those that you
have self-imposed? Do you propose that because I am
interested in student government and in other affairs that I

build wings of feathers and wax? No. You have already flown
into that ocean of mediocre indifference. You fly too low to
the waves.

D.W. I'll explicate the limitations very concisely as I have

often done for you during your moments of pseudo-profun-

dity. In so doing, I hope you'll come down to earth.

Basically, as students at Sewanee, we are refined to a condition

of acute overt allegiance to tradition and administrative wis-

dom. We are likened unto those of the pasture: we are fed by

, sheltered by the masters, and watched over by the

hose are our limitations. We're good only for our
wool and perhaps some of us for our fertilizer.

J.T. You sound as though you relish the defeatist role in all

this soup. We do have student maintained traditions at

Sewanee for the purpose of expressing student voice on policy
decisions and issues that affect the trends of this university.

You simply choose to do your advertising in the yellow pages.

D.W. Why do you have such a distaste for the evident, Joe?
The students are not allowed to deal with matters of any con-
sequence through these ambitious conglomerations of self-

satisfied junior executives. We are dictated our scope of stu-

dent concern and have very little influence over matters of
real importance. The administation lets us play with safe areas

where we can't change anything that they don't want changed.
Oh yes, we can make some momentous decisions such as
allowing freshmen to embarass themselves by driving their
graduation gifts around our hilariously tiny campus. We can
push dorm visitation back a half hour or so for those who en-
joy foreplay.

J.T. It appears that you can't even play the role of en-
lightened anarchist very well. You seem to forget the posi-
tions of Student Trustee to deal with matters on an adminis-
trative level. These students, who are not necessarily gowns-
men, represent our voice during meetings of the Regents and
Trustees. Since your voice, as well as many others, is a con-
stant drone from the shadows, can you really expect to be
heard?

D.W. Now you are really insulting my intelligence with all
this nonsense about dynamic Student Trustees. These indivi-
duals have most often proved to be the most refined members
of the flock. They shy away from making waves for fear of
drowning. There are still no real issues being discussed. These
two seats of Trusteeship have provided springboards for self-
interested rhetoriticians and for aspiring young lawyers but
they have provided the student body with little more than

BITING TOOTH COMIX frmxntl... J^JtJ & ti -g. X- WljLC*
T„„ „>„„«:

~QtlKtl Q&SS)P"

Through a Glass, Darkly

Juengst

Last weekend, I heard a

bewildered parent remark that.

"the thing about Sewanee
students, you k low, is that

tasteful!"

Hundreds of us, milling
politely about in subdued
equality, leaving thick little

trails of ce, eleit— (
and excellence as we go. Yes
Ma'am-it' fair, 1 think, to ,.\

that good taste i s somewhere
high on Sewanee's altar.

And not without good
reason. The equality of life

seems so much better when the
blend is smooth. Conflicts are
less frequent, relationships are
more efficient, and comfort is

more prevalent. A sense of
decency and decorum can do
so much to eliminate the waste
of energy required to deal with
a loud jangling world. I mean,
if there is one thing that gets
under my skin, it's seeing some
poor fool forging along in red
doubleknit bell-bottoms that
barely conceal furry plaid
socks! Seriously, if there is

one thing that takes a lot of
excess energy, it's trying to

solve a problem with someone
who won't be rational,

or intelligent about it. The
general sense of good taste at

Sewanee lets us all live a lot
more peacefully, the years of
our little social machine
meshing inaudibly in an oil of
grace and poise.

Of ould
question the ways Sewa
expresses its devotion to good
taste. They seem to be
centered around a detailed
mimicry of the British. Oh I

see; after all, the British are the
masters of taste, aren't they? I

mean, isn't it reflected in their
boiled potatoes, their boiled
cabbage, their boiled beef?
Isn't a true appreciation of the
finer things manifest in their

hose gaudy
colonial (

nd shower baths?
Imitation may be the sincer-

st form of flattery, but I don't
;e how it guarantees a tasteful

itistence. Gowns may be very

British, but the whole idea of
them, if you think about it, is

rather tacky. Social clubs

formed expressly to mix
professors and students in alco-

hol, even if lifted from an
Oxford handbook, seem to cut

standards of honor to ribbons.

Americans are sometimes cited

for their tastelessness, but a

group of people straining fur-

iously to be English (to the

point of watching royal home
movies) because they admire
British tastes is one of the

funniest incongruities I've run

Let us consider whether
good taste deserves such a

place on the altar of an
academic institution. First, let

me draw a fine line. Let me
distinguish between good taste

and self respect. Self respect,

it seems to me, is an attitude
that flows outward from a con
Tident understanding of one's

self. "Know Thyself," they
tell us, and despite the weak
spots, a respect will grow.
This sense of worth can lead to

a system of values character-

ized as "good taste." Respect
fP r ourselves lets us recognize

real quality in other people and
other things. It lets us behave
sincerely and intelligently. It
lets us give of ourselves more
easily, knowing what others
will find. It does not, coming

m honest relationship
>lf, come easily, but

it will not, coming from inside,

limit a person either.

Which is, of course, exactly
what following an external idea
of proper behavior and good
taste will do. As long as we try
to mold our behavior to the
models of tasteful, quality
living • the Sewanee Gentleman
and the Oxford scholar - we are
hiding from ourselves. Sure it

makes life easier! Tact and
Taste remove all the hard parts
because they eliminate the
need for the hardest part;
understanding ourselves. You
can remain a complete stranger
to yourself and live a quality
life; you only need to know

what a Sewanee Gentleman is.

If you know the guidelines of
tasteful behavior, you need not
do any soul searching,
struggling, growing, or living.
It's all set up rather nicely for
you. It does tend to limit any
experimentation or any growth
or any human concern you
may want to try, though.
Since good taste is pretty well
defined already, so new ideas,

beha
art for

jked out by
definition. Since self know-
ledge and self respect are not
required, love, if not impos-
sible, becomes a very painful
and uneasy thing in which to
eet involved. And of coin-so,

without the supporting
structure of self knowledge and
genuine self respect, the outer
sphere of good taste tends to
warp and distort and blur.

So we get a community of
gowns and drinking clubs and
petty socio-academic competi-
tion. A student body only
concerned with apathetic deca-
dence, and a faculty riddled
with back biting politics. A

lunity of immaturity in

of d
"Oh, but wait a minute,"

the young things in calf length
khaki skirts and sweaters from
Mr. Bean all cry out in unison,
"Don't you see, Sewanee's
good taste is based on that

respect and understand-
We dc

nth on
folic the

Sewanee Gentle ... ,., u

product of our collective
honor!" Yeah, well, the evi-
dence just doesn't point that
way, baby. Tell me about the
;lf knowledge of intellectuals

mentioned in a religion class.
Tell me about the openness to
growth of a faculty that can't
reconcile personsal differences,
to the impoverishment of the
University? I can't escape the
conclusion that Sewanee has
focused on the surface
behavior of good taste to the
neglect of the attitude that
should lead up to it. We just
can t ever seem to see beyond
the surfaces of things at
Sewanee. I don't know, maybe
it's the fog.
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SAFC FUNDING JUSTIFIED?

The Sewanee Student Hand-

book states that the student

activity fee "covers athletic

privileges, including admission

to intercollegiate events, and

subscriptions to the Sewanee

PURPLE and the CAP &
GOWN. It also covers admis-

sion to all concerts and plays."

The fee, then, is used to fi-

nance events and publications

of a general nature, and is not

to be used to finance organiza-

tions of an exclusive nature, or

those affecting a limited num-
ber of people. Would it not be

unfair if federal taxes collected

from a Texas resident were

used to finance a project in

Pennsylvania beneficial only to

residents of that state?

The Sewanee Black Student
Union has received $800 from
the Student Activities Fee

Committee. This organization

is defined in the Student Hand-
book as one designed to "pro-

mote Black awareness in the

University and Sewanee Com-
munity. Membership is open
to any student who is

interested in Black affairs.

Other members of the Sewanee
community may be associate

members." It may be argued

that because membership is

open, and because this "aware-

ness" is to be promoted in the

University and community,
this organization is of a general

nature, and therefore has a per-

fectly legitimate right to ac-

quire and use public funds

In response to this

I would first like to know just

exactly what "Black aware-

ness" is; and if this extraordi-

narily vague term can be satis-

factorily defined, what legiti-

mate grounds there are for be-

lieving that the promotion of it

is going to benefit the Sewanee
community, and therefore jus-

tify the expenditure of $800.
Why does the need for "Black

itweigh the need,
cample, of "Female

or of "Jewish
I do not believe

that the prevailing opinion on

this campus is that there is a
crying public need for promo-
ting "awareness", and that
therefore the Black Student
Union is limited in scope.

I have been accused of be-

ing insensitive to the problems
r>r black students at Sewan-p
which accusation 1 deem
wholly unjust. Certainly
Sewanee is a unique place, and
the black population very
small. It is understandable that
problems arise out of this situa-

tion, and I am not unaware of
them, but the black students

do not have a corner on the

problem market just because

they are black. I am not

denying the right of any group

Readers Respond To Honor Council Editorial

HC Chairman's Notes

As chairman of the Honor
Council, I just want to make a

few comments in reference to

the editorial that appeared in

your issue of September 28,

1977. Firstly, the procedures of

the Honor Council are not
mysterious. The secretary of

the Honor Council and myself
were even interviewed by a

PURPLE reporter, precisely

about the Honor Council
procedures. If our procedures

were so mysterious, I think we
would not have talked to a

newspaper reporter.

About the people who
viewed the Honor Council as

the "Doomsday Dozen", who
act as "hatchet men," what can

I say? We all know that

different people have different

opinions.

Are we (honor Council

Members) "hatchet men"
because we are doing our job

of trying to maintain an ideal

of honor at this university? Are
we "hatchet men" because

when we find a student guilty

of a violation of the Honor

Code, he has to leave school?

Should we tolerate dishonor

because some people think us

"hatchet men" if we don't?

And then there's the

question of the "severe

penalty" our Honor Council

bestows on the guilty honor

violators. Before a student ever

enters this university as a

student, he is aware of the

Honor Code and the

consequences if the Code is

violated. If a student is found
guilty of violating the Honor
Code, he should not be allowed

to stay in school. About a

graded penalty, this would
' only be conducive to

temptation. By this I am
mainly referring to students

who have not learned to live by

the ideal of honor. For
example, if a student feels the

"need" to violate the Honor
Code, he will be more tempted

to violate it if he thinks there's

a possibility he won't be

expelled from school, even if

caught and found guilty. With

a one-penalty -verdict, a student

is not tempted to "gamble" on

getting caught, when he knows
he will be expelled if he is

found guilty.

About the stated "need for

precedent" in decision-making

I totally disagree. A violation is

a violation, and the accused

should be tried only with the

pertinent evidence. We cannot

expect the evidence to be

exact from trial to trial. (Are

all court trials the same?) We
should not consider (for the

benefit of the accused) the way
John Doe cheated in a particu-

lar test when we are viewing evi-

dence of how Jane Dunn
cheated. The violation is still

the same from trial to trial. Also,
as for the "stated" need for
written records, we keep no re-

cords for protection of the
accused and guilty, and I think
this is ample reason for not
keeping records.

Pertaining to the statement
about appealing to the Vice-
Chancellor, I am quite be-
fuddled. Why the need for pre-

cedent? If the Honor Council is

wrong in its procedures, then
and only then should there be
reason for an appeal. The Honor
Council is an elected body,
elected by the students, who feel

that these people are the best to
view evidence and decide on
guilt or innocence of an Honor
Code violator. What, other than
a procedural problem, should
warrant another trial?

About the Honor Council be-
ing an enforcement agency? I

will admit that enforcing the
Honor Code is part of our job.
We would be deluding ourselves
(as college students, as Honor
Council members), if we thought
that every student is honorable,
when he enters this university.

Many students that come to this

university have never even heard
of an Honor Code. Should we
expect every student to automa-
tically be able to live by this

ideal of honor? Again, we can-
not delude ourselves: one of the
Honor Council's jobs is to en-
force the Honor Code, such that
students who have not

learned to" live by this ideal of
honor can learn to live by this

ideal.

Maybe one reason for the
lack of elaboration and descrip-

tions to the extent and degree
of the Honor Code is because of
new students who have never

(cont. on p. 12)

A Skeptic's

Thoughts On
HonorSystem

Whit Taylor's recent

editorial on the Honor Code
doubtless stirred the usual two
responses: disinterest from
most students and argument
from those students ready to

man the "pro-honor" trenches
at a moment's notice. It's

not that I'm knocking either

position. Despite what student

government, pollsters, and
Mobil Oil tell us, I still

believe apathy is often the

best policy. If you're not on
the Honor Council and don't

expect ever to appear before

it. the Council's procedures

may rightfully claim a low

priority on your scale of

concerns at Sewanee. I mean,
the Honor Council 's fine and
all that, but will it get you into

Gailor without an I'D? Will

the Code keep your roommate
from "borrowing " your pens...

or your girlfriend? Will it

prevent a professor's penchant
for basing test questions on
something he barely mentioned
in class? As for those fierv

professional Honor Coders, I

find it interesting that a system
scarcely changed on nearly 100

years still commands respect

from anyone.

I believe a third suvstantial

body of opinion exists at

Sewanee: the type that ends

up labeled by Gallup as

"Unsure" or "Don't Know."

MISTAKES
To the editor:

What is the perpose of a

leter to the editer? Is it to

make some purtinent point or

is it just to give one's openion?

I bet some of you were

already complaining about the

horrible way the PURPLE
misspells words? Could you

not understand what I was
saying, even though mistakes

were not lacking?

I am only rambling on in

this vein because of a point I

want to stress. I'm not even on

the PURPLE staff, and I hear

many complaints about the

mistakes that occur in the

PURPLE. The first things

many people say about the

newspaper are the mistakes

that occur. Sure, I will

admit that some misspellings or

grammatical errors occur, but

are these mistakes such that

they alter the meaning? Does

an occasional dangling

parenthetical clause completely

make us lose touch with an

intended meaning of an article?

I'm not saying that mistakes

are fine and dandy, but the

students who put the

newspaper together do more
than just print a

newspaper. Maybe if the only

thing the editors and writers

While hesitant toward any
proposal to "lessen" Honor
Code standards (let alone do
away with them ), these people

doubt the overall fairness of
the Code's enforcement
procedures.

As one of these doubters,
I cannot warmly embrace this

"cherished" institution simply
because, like 90-95% of the

students here, I don't know
what the Code means for those
students alleged to have broken
one of its provisions.

Perhaps there's no other way
to deal with an accusation
but through closed trials and
through expulsion for any kind
of infraction. Perhans Whit's
idea about stipulation of cer-

tain violations and their parti-

cular penalties is unfeasible,

(cont. on p. 8)

LETTERS
to notice and correct it;

sometimes there is too much
time needed and too little

time available. Maybe the

people who complain should

join the PURPLE staff, and

make the editors' work easier

by correcting that "abundant

amount" of mistakes?

John Smythia

CASSIDY
To the editor:

In the absence of

explanation, the Religion

Department's decision to

release Robert Cassidy was a

distressing mistake. Not only is

Cassidy a challenging and
demanding member of the

department, but he is a kind

did ork

of students of any inclination,

race, or creed who feel a

special need to form an organi-

zation which might serve to

fulfill that need. Indeed, I en-

tourage the formation of such

«. >ups because they can and
do fill a need : some of the wo-
men students have done
exactly this -- without finan-
cial assistance from anyone
outside their group -- in the

organization of the first local

sorority at Sewanee.
The decade of the '60's was

devoted to the cultivation of
equal rights, but has had the

ironic effect of making one so
afi-;iid of treating a black pp'-
*<*n as inferior solely because
of his color, that the tendency
is to over-compensate by accor-
ding special rights and privi-

leges to black people also sole-

ly on the basis of color. This is

as unfair as blatant prejudice,

and is a total disregard of indi-

vidual merit which is what
should be the criterion for any
judgement. Are we now to fi-

nancially and enthusiastically
support an organization dedi-
cated to promoting, and there-

by exacerbating an awareness
of difference? Furthermore,
the group has done nothing to
merit $800, and given the
paucity of the group, is there
any real basis for believing that
it will contribute to the quality

of life in general at Sewanee?
I helieve that the SAFC alio"-

tion of funds to the Black Stu-

dent Union is an indication of

preferential, and not equal con

sideration? But my point is

that any organization of this

sort, whatver color, does not
justify the expenditure of $800

of student funds.

one as well. Cassidy goes to

great lengths to extend to

people the benefits of his

courageous, thorough and

unfettered thought processes.

It is impossible for me to

refrain from seeing a parallel

with Socrates who also allowed

a system to 'do him in' rather

than surrender his vision of

truth. Doubtlessly after a

worthier institution receives

Cassidy the Religion

Department will have to

deliberate a little more about

the challenge of Cassidy before

it drifts back into a

comfortable snooze. Nice try,

Robert, but self-satisfied

Sewanee will never wake up to

exhilarating life.

Suzette B. Peyton (76)

from Columbus School of Law
Washington, D.C.

the

newspaper, maybe it should be

letter perfect? However, most
students who work on the

paper take five or six courses,

as well as spending long hours

working on the PURPLE.
A mistake that occurs in the

newspaper doesn't necessarily

reflect in the editors' ability
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DRINKING CLUBS ... WHO NEEDS THEM?
Proton Wiles

aesthetic I for their existence. A firmly the nearly structured confines knowledge, understanding,

perception, in intellectual established institution here at of fraternities sororities and wisdom, personal intitiative,

"The University of the South curiosity and integrity, and in Sewanee, they can provide drinkine clubs' Do we need to social consciousness, aesthetic

is an institution of the Episcopal methods of scientific inquiry, comraderie and amusement, in
be]ong to ..

eItc,u,ive and eUle
- perception, and intellectual

Church, existing for the „ „,, contcxt „ f . mivmity «J^^ ' jjj for ««.jl
organi2ations „, proyc to „,„„,—y~are £*™*£*

which endeavors to achieve the and faCultv. and in all cases. »n and to ourselves that we are OK? promoted, or weakly supported,education of all who
in such disciplines —
increase knowledge, °°Jcct"

understanding, and wisdom, jj»*« do .drinking clubs hav

pursued in close community and T" 18 question was to serve as tl

in full freedom of inquiry, and Point of departure for a pro i

enlightened by Christian faith, con treatment of the

and faculty, and in all i

standing institutio

which tradition h

to the end that they may be drinking clubs at Sewanee, but ™Jj^
i

°,
n*1

prepared to search for truth, to a proponent witling to put his

seek justice for all, to preserve ideas in print could not be
liberty under law, and to love found ^j,, editoriai j5i
an serve od an man.

therefore, consciously biased:
"The purpose of the College

j am unashamedly opposed to
of Arts and Sciences of the the drinking c iub in principli
University of the South is to and practjce. I am, however,
develop the whole person surprised at the pro-drinking
through a liberal arts education club camp's reticence in
of high quality. The College's speaking out for thier clubs,
aims include training in personal because even 1 am not to hard Are we, in fact, too
initiative, in social'j pressed to find some rationale cultivate relationships outside

... dirth of Are we so bored by the cultural by *« institution of the

the mountain, and social wasteland of Sewanee drinking club. The experience

these raisons d'etre raise that we have to resort to of initiation to these clubs is

i questions on their own. intoxication to escape this degrading and physically

of Why is there a need to "unreaj city"? Well, I propose hazardous. The selective nature

that the only wasteland is the of these clubs permits only

fertile gray matter of people certain students to comingle

ho are forced to drink to and imbibe with faculty (whose
^.itertain themselves and, further membership amounts only to

place, but the logical extreme to furthermore, that to feel the affiliation with a cocktail party
d need to seek conraderie and set.) The productive

ptance in these contribution of drinking clubs
patible to life at Sewanee is of dubious

th the ideals of this University significance at best. On a

by virtue of the lack of personal macro level, drinking clubs give

initiative and social r 'se to faction within the student

e a need
everything

Tradition
Sewanee 's long

,

significance

itself. Why
institutionali

in the lack

of the tradition organizations
s there a need to„
; something
king with friends?

;

H.C. SKEPTIC RESPONDS

it displays. b°dy by creating yet

Christian division along ethnic,

other lines. On an

(cont. from p. 7)

After all, we're talking about
offenses of honor, not

just

possible d
actions, so we cannot with
assurance fit each type of
violation or type of violatior
(i.e., first-time offender, whal
year in college, degree of
repentance , etc

.

)

to his
"appropriate" punishment.

But those who wish to

keep the Honor Code free from

too much procedural "clutter"

must realize that many people

regard this ' "red tape" as

absolutely necessary to any fair

trial. The present system
operates with no written

precedents—any guidance from
past decisions rests strictly

upon a member's own fallible

memory; and those new to the

Council operate under a double
set of. blinders—their own
interpretation of another
person's hazy memory. It s

only natural for members,
especially under such a

relatively procedure -le$s system,
to draw upon earlier cases

(either consciously or

unconsciously) when Handling

an alleged violation ; so
shouldn't we guarantee a clear

being booted out unfairly,

about Council members who
undergo a Dr. Jeckyl-to-Mr.

honor, not Hyde transformation once a

inal acts. And trial starts, about students

pelled for stupid yet not

ily dishonorable
ate

be ha not to be

condemned, for they were

given birth by the very secrecy

of the process.

Many students feel there

should not be just one punish-
ment, expulsion, for an

honor offense. I agree with
their finding this penalty
arbitrary, but until a concrete
process of determining inno-
cence or guilt is established,
the question of "sentencing"

Consideration o'why ;. person

found guilty violated the

Code, the degree to which he

understands the gravity of his

actions, and whether he

sincerely intends to mend his

ways must be included in

such a system of scaled penal-

ties (our goals should include

These suggestions for
reform are offered with the
knowledge that they are
certainly not the only means
of improving the enforcement
process. Perhaps the main
reason for the perennial debate
about the Code is that
everyone's attitude toward the

Honor Code is, if he is an
honorable person, right for

himself. Honor cannot be
defined by just one person or

group, which is why I find

it so troubling that some
people seem quite certain

about how best to enforce
such difficult concepts as

group and personal honor.

lion ept

ectio

included) of previous cat •

Personality is given free

reign in a process that purports
to look strictly at the present

case with no strong guidelines

under which to pursue the

truth, and Personality (bias)

does not connote humanity,

for there is a difference

between a system that relies

essentially upon the persona)

reactions among the jurors,

the accused, the prosecutors,

and the accuser (often that

rather undefiable and, in any

case, respected professor

)

on humane application of
speeffic guidelines.

Those who hope to shelie.-

the defendant from publicity

must acknowledge as inevitable

the rumors, fears, and anger

that a closed trial spawns.
The present Honor Code's
supporters should abandon the

myth that secrecy serves only

the accused; closed proceedings
also shield the Council and the

honor system itself from direct

specific criticism based

on outside observati

about a student

punishment). But
can break away from
that guilt necessitate*

all these

the belief

expulsion.

is so debatable and yetapplit
to all Sewanee students,
reliance on the Honor Council
members is not a proper forr?.

of compensation for a poor
system. No matter how
intelligent, open-minded,
compassionate, and morally
upright a member is, he should
not be asked to overcome the

faults of a bad system in order
to reach the proper verdict.

I have always heard that it

around-the syste

chances for hui

personal bias.

ng the

>r and

an overall

concept is

all changes
For

; finding

Stones

University for his allegedly procedun

certain s

improve
one thing

of guilt should be necessary

for expulsion rather than the

present two-thirds vote. More
exact guidelines as to
how a trial proceeds should

be established, and these rules

ought to be made well-known
to all students. Trials should
be open if the accused wants
it that way; surely the desire

to avoid public scrutiny must
give way to such a fundamental
right (one embodied in the

U.S. constitution). The
minutes of a trial should be
kept on file for the use of
Council members in later cases

and for the viewing of anyone
given permission be the

accused person (he he acquited
or convicted). The Discipline

Committee and Honor Council
should be open to the

observation of the other

group's members; an exchange
of comment and criticism

might cause each group to
think more about possible

improvements
in its

The Honor Code doesn't

ke anyone more honorable,

a system of values

orcement meant to protect
from those who violate

community trust while at

same time permitting much
jonal freedom to all

versity students.
I feel like rising

meeting and making
a motion that the Honor
Code be abolished (I suppose
mainly for the "

O.G.

hard to agine all

The

•ithe uld this

;ity.Un
distinct from any
all very well to lament wbewrt
the results of changing or
abolishing the Code so long
as we do so in defense of
groups enforcement of group
goals (e.g. assuring the validity
of grades and the College
diploma). But when we start

speaking of the Code as if it

were a guarantor of ;-..:,._
personal honor then we're
treading the same dangerous
path as do those who confuse
morality with mere adherence
to the law. For if the Code
itself is really what keeps us

morally upright, what dows
that say about our "honor"?

If Si

institution, then the presence of
drinking clubs as they exist now
is an unacceptable incongruity.

As students and faculty, it is our
corporate mission to reflect the

mind and spirit of Christ in all

our undertakings. ECCE QUAM
BONUM ET
IUCUNDUM
FRATRES IN UNUM

As

On an indivudual
I, they foster escapism and
egard for the integrity of the
ian body and mind.

liberal arts institution.
to

what we can be. As a

QUAM Christian institution, Sewanee
BIBARE challenges us to be more than we
Enough are. The institution of the

And, even if one considers """JS
the matter areligiously, the goal;

of the liberal arts education-

unnecessary
detrimental diversion to

of meeting
challenges.

purpose

AT WHIT'S END
(cont. from page 6)

J.T. What issues of consequence are you speaking of that
never get d!scussed, legalization of marijuana at Sewanee, abor-
tion clubs, or what?! You know, you bear a striking resem-
blance to Timothy Leary.

D -W. The issues that come to mind are obvious in

light of our present situation as students and in respect to
some recent administrative exercises of authority. These are
some of the issues cordoned off from student participation:
the selection, promotion, and tenure of faculty; the selection
of administration; student health care; the budgeting of stu-
dent tuition monies; and I could go on and on.

J.T. Have you ever considered raising your voice a little bit
higher than your beer mug? You're provided with places to
begin working on these matters. You cynically judge those
students presently engaged in student government as "self-
interested" and as sheep. At least their selfishness is construc-
tive, yours is just carping and oderous belch.

D.W Constructive?! But is bickering over a few non-issues
really constructive. The whole process is a sham. You're

-ith politics and pretences of power whereas I'm
th people and relationships. By the way, who did

dealing

you strangl /ith your necktie?

J.T. i, have you ever considered writing for day-time tele-
vision? Perhaps there you will be of some use to somebody
with all your tear-jerking ways with words. You might be con-
cerned with people and relationships - with those that don't
threaten you - but you don't understand jack about the
nature of politics. When politics is broken down you will find
the constituent parts to be composed of people and relation-
ships. I think that you basically make poor attempts to
rationalize the situation. You are intimidated by me and those
like me, who time and time again run for various offices
which need responsible student support. Since you and you^
large-bodied faction are side-lined with broken egos and
wollen mouths, we are left only with those who are either

»»*.« n
ey°uqU ?'

,

bold enou9h '0 gamble with the odds of

*p„ win ,

C
t

AS
i°

n9 as ,he studen
< bodV ^nds divided

he JrrVli^l-rV ,'

UenCe t0 9ai " ,he Seri0US reSP6« °f
stration, for inclusion in policy decisions of the na-

the adi

ture you speak of.

D_W. Bravo, Joe. That spiel was very polished and indicative
of the patronizing jargon that you elite boys and girls enjoy
spewing all about campus. Makes you feel real righteous and
noble, huh? Your tongue has more moves than spilt iello I etme resolve this entire bull session in a very simple way. You
and yourostentatiousbunch of "campus leaders" can continue
playing charades if you get your jollies that way. Me well I

graduate in seven months and could care less about hot air and
dog biscuits.

The Absolute End
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SPORTS

Jeanne Dortch ^J "^o*

Whereas all of the articles in the sports section of the last

edition of the PURPLE described defeat, they will declare vic-

tory for nearly all of the Sewanee teams this week. The Canoe

Team brought home the Southeastern Intercollegiate Cham-
pionship; the Cross Country Team captured an impressive 2nd

ptace in the Bryan Invitational; the Women's Field Hockey

Team defeated, as well as outwitted, Judson College; the

Women's Volleyball Team won four out of five matches; and

although they didn't win, the Soccer Team finally scored.

But the most exciting and shocking victory of the week

definitely belongs to the Varsity Football Team. Before a

large crowd of captivated and spirit-filled parents and students,

the Tigers scored four touchdowns in the fourth quarter to de-

feat Austin College 24 - 21.

Such a victory demonstrates the limitless power of a team

once they generate momentum.. When the Tigers finally

scored, they played not only with their greatest abilities, but

also with their hearts. The desire of the players to win, as well

as the enthusiasm of the coaches, led the team to one of the

most impressive victories in Sewanee football history.

On Monday, October 3, the Varsity Swim Team began

practice for their 1977-78 season. With nine freshmen mem-
bers and only five returning swimmers, the team will lack ex-

perience. Yet, there are indications of a better balanced squad

than that of last year.

Returning for the team are co-captains Scott Fergusen and

Larry Pixley, as well as David Dunn-Rankin, Phil Hejl, and

Ffed McLaughlin. New members of the team include Charles

Rolfe, Scott Brame, John Davies, Leland Gentry, Kent Gay,

Peter Neal, Earl Ware, Steve Raulston, and Jill Jameson.

Anyone interested in swimming for the team or in mana-

ging the team is encouraged to contact Coach Bitando. The
first meet will be held December 1, when Sewanee faces Prin-

cipia College at Sewanee.

Anyone (male or female) who has lettered in a varsity sport

at Sewanee is encouraged to attend a meeting of the "S Club"

Sunday, October 9 at 8:00 p.m. in Juhan Gymnasium. The

"S Club" existed as a viable and beneficial organization for

many years at Sewanee. There is a strong desire among both

the students and the administration to revive the club, and the

support of all student athletes is needed to accomplish this

goal.

Tigers Make Miraculous Comeback

Harper Sparks Tiger Comeback
Jonathan Horn

The Sewanee Tigers

absorbed a 21 point deficit in

the fourth period to defeat the

Austin College Kangaroos by a

score of 24-21, in what was
one of the most miraculous

comebacks in Sewanee foot-

ball history.

Sophmore running back

Ricky Dale Harper accounted

for all of Sewanee's scoring on

four touchdown pass recep-

tions. All four conversion

attempts went for naught. The
Tigers used the same halfback

pass to Harper all four times.

Both wide receivers ran

patterns to the outside in order

i o draw the coverage away
from the middle zone so that

(he halfback (Harper) could

e'ip into the middle unguarded.

"He was so open it was

really indecent," receiver

coach Doug Paschal I said. On
only one of the four passes did

Harper catch the ball in traffic

Harper also gained 23 yards on

Women Netters Nip Austin Peay
Amy St. John

theOn Septembe
Women's Tennis Team (1-2)

travelled to Clarksville,

Tennessee to take a 5-4 victory

over Austin Peay State

University. In singles play,

Lynn Jones (No. 1), Amy
St. John (No. 2), and Sarah

Humphreys (No. 6) posted

impressive wins for Sewanee,

while Minna Dennis (No. 3),

Sherrie Sims (No. 4), and

Ceil Hopper (No. 5) lost close

matches. The singles line-up

was weakened somewhat by

the absence of the regular

Number 3, Heidi Harnisch,

who was unable to make the

trip. The individual scores

(1) Lynn Jones def. Diana

Scott, 6-0,6-2

(2) Amy St. John (U of S) def.

Linda Koch 6-2,6-2

(3) Marcia Woodward def.

Minna Dennis (U of S) 6-3,6-2

6-1

(5)Pam Rose Def. Ceil Hopper
(U of S) 6-6,3-6,7-6

(6) Sarah Humphreys (U of S)

def. Mary Gossett 6-1,6-0

Sewanee took two of the

three doubles matches to bring

the final score to 5-4. At

number one, Jones and St.

John crushed Austin Peay's

team of Koch and Covington,

without dropping a game. At
number two, Dennis and Anne
Rudolf lost to the strong team

of Scott and Woodward
6-3.The number three doubles

result became the decisive one.

Humphreys and Hope Rogers

succeeded in their efforts to

give Sewanee the win, as they
triumphed over Tenna Brown
and Rose 6-2,6-3

The team was not as

fortunate on Parents' weekend,
however. The Sewanee squad,

weakened without the services

of Number two Amy St. John,

lost to a tough team from

Tennessee Tech, 3-6. Four of

Sewanee's losses were in three

sets, and the other two were
close two-setters.

(1) Jones (U of S) def. Dee
Unkenholtze 6-0,6-0.

(2) Heidi Harnisch (U of S)
Joni Hix 6-4,6-3.

(3) Becky Brahck def. Dennis
(U of S) 4-6,6-4,7-5.

(4 ) Terr i Langley def. Sims

(U of S) 1-6,6-1, 7-5.

(5) Penny King def. Hopper
(U of S) 6-1,6-3.

(6) Lisa Davis def. Humphreys
(UofS)3-6,6-0,6-2.

In doubles, Harnisch and
Jones were the lone winners

from the University of the

South.

(I) Harnisch-Jones(UofS)def.

Unkenholtze-Hix 7-6,6-3.

(2)Branch-Langley def. Dennis-

Rudolf (U of S) 3-6,7-6,6-1.

(3) Davis-King def.

Rogers (U of S), 6-3,6-4.

six carries and 78 yards on
seven pass receptions for 101
yards total offense for the day.

Sewanee slumbered both
offensively and defensively in

the first half. Austin moved
the ball at will scoring on three

sustained touchdown marches

to give the Kangaroos an

impressive 21-0 halftime lead.

What transpired in the

Sewanee dressing room at half-

time was probably none too

pleasant, but it apparently had
some effect on the players. It

was a different Sewanee foot-

ball team that emerged from
the basement of Juhan Gymna-
sium to start the second half.

In the third quarter it was
the Tiger defense which began
to set the stage for the scoring

spree of the fourth quarter.

Sewanee denied the cocky
Kangaroos the command of the

gridiron they had enjoyed in

the first half. The defense led

by linebacker Grayson Hall

slammed the door on Austin,

allowing few first downs and

forcing turnovers. Safety John

Hill made a beautiful inter-

ception of a Wendell Brown
pass, halting an Austin drive in

the third quarter.

The Tiger offense finally

began to move in the third

period by using the pass very

well. Quarterbacks Mark
Lawrence and Tom Clark

began to find wide receivers

Nino Austin and Joe Shults

open for good yardage. Clark

led in passing with 16 comple-

tions out of 30 attempts for

213 yards and three touch-

downs. He threw no intercep-

tions and had 251 yards total

Mark Lawrence completed

four of seven for 40 yards and

one touchdown. Only one of

his passes was hijacked. Austin

and Shults both performed

magnificently; Austin caught

nine passes for 140 yards,

while Shults accumulated 35

yards on four catches.

It wasn't until the final

stanza that Sewanee, still

trailing 21-0, lit up its side of

the scoreboard for the first

time this season. The Tigers

drove to paydirt following a

beautiful punt return by Joe

Shults to the Austin 47 yard-

line. A wave of elation stirred

the stands and sidelines when
Clark connected with Ricky

Harper for Sewanee's first

points of the '77 season.

The celebration had just

begun however. Minutes later,

following an Austin fumble
deep in their territory, the

same pass to Harper clicked

again and suddenly the score

was 12-21.

It was then that a few spec-

tators began to have flashes of

the Indiana Central game of

two years ago in which
Sewanee, led by battering ram
fullback David Funk, came
back in the fourth quarter

from 18-36, to win 40-36.

When the clever pass play

worked for the third time

making the score 18-21 with

over four minutes remaining,

the players and fans alike

keenly sensed a Sewanee
victory.

Austin could now do
nothing right. In their next

possesion they were shutdown,

penalized and then coughed up
the football at their own nine

yard line. Sewanee could not

cash in on this golden oppor-

tunity and after four downs
they were forced to turn the

.ball over.

Tige, defense,

determined as ever, reclaimed

the ball on the ensuing play.

Defensive end Steve Fuckette

jarred the ball loose and
Grayson Hall fell on it at the

Austin 19 yardline. Harper

snagged the fourth touchdown
pass a few plays later and

Sewanee took the lead 24-21.

The shocked Kangas had by

no means breathed their last.

Reserve quarterback

Meisenbach, an elusive runner,

engineered the Kangaroos from

their own 31 down to the

Sewanee nine - first and goal.

On second down, a personal

foul penalty against Austin put

the ball back on the 22 yard-

line.

The next two plays ad-

vanced the ball to the six and a

fourth and goal run off-tackle

was smothered by the Purple

(cont. on p. 12)
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Soccer Team Clashes With Rival

Shawn Gormley races Tennessee Temple player for ball

George Weaver

On September 27, the

Sewanee soccer team fought

Tennessee Temple to the finish

in their first conference clash.

But the players came away
"empty-footed," beaten by
their Chattanooga rival 1-0.

On a very wet and soggy home
field, the Sewanee hooters

were able to keep their footing

long enough to control the ball

and outshoot their opponent,
but were unable to score

(sound familiar?)

The team travelled to

Dayton, Tennessee on October
first to face conference

opponent Bryan College. In the

opening minutes of the second
half, after a well-played
scoreless * first half, George
Weaver received a long pass

from Boyd Gibbs and scored to

put the Tigers ahead 1-0. It

appeared that Sewanee might
spoil Bryan's homecoming, but

ately bounced
the

is point
plagued wi
breaks. Sew

1-1.

defende

Judson Bows To Sewanee Hockey Team
Coleman Mill

The field hockey Warn

opened its 1977 season wh a

decisive victory over Judson
College in Marion, Alabama on
Saturday, Sept. 24. Sewanee
dominated the field throughout
most of the game and emerged
the victor with a final score of
3-1 . During the first half of the

game, Sewanee's Carol Hankins
scored the first goal
Atlee Valentine,
beginning of the second half,

Sarah Jackson, goalie for the The team is very proud of
Sewanee team allowed her pity victoryi especially in view of the

handled the ball

inside the penalty area twice,

resulting in two penalty kicks

which produced two easy
scores. Bryan added one more
goal to make the final score
4-1. Chet Rollins and
Jay MacDonald gave
superb performances in a losing

effort.

Although the team remains
winless, one can still find

excuses to be optimistic. Game
after game, Sewanee has been
outscored but not out-played.

The booters have matched
their conference opponents in

number of shots on goal and
have steadily improved
offensively. If someone on the
team would think moreBarb Gorham and Cindy Irvin, That's where Sewanee's gonna

mo™ °* * match than -Judson

who contributed to goalie be buried."
amazons wire Mown of? the P^itively about scoring goals

Jackson's general boredom. Fully psyched for an all-out
*™

d
zons were b,own off the

the team wiU have
* I ,

One definite factor in showdown on Saturday „ , , , m ;nA »

Sewanee's victory was the team's morning, Sewanee played Sewanee repaid Judson for its

skillful passing maneuvers which aggressively despite the kincl hospitality by emptying the

outshined the attempts of the unrelenting chants of the bedrooms of all debris, including

opposition. For the first game Judson supporters. The favorite mattresses and pillows which
of the season, the team's stamina nursery rhyme cheer was were neatly shoved into the

utstanding. The team 'Sewanee, Sewanee, you'

to express its dynamite. We wish we had
ted by appreciation to Coach Green for match." Sewanee proved to be JudBon

all his efforts and loyal support

The team would do well to
take example, from our old
friend Humpty Dumpty in

approaching the
remainder

closets. When leaving Marion, Although Humpty did not
Sewanee prided itself on burying always have it all together, he

own cemetery, still had a great fall.

Lady Tigers Place Second In Tournament
for the oppositi
her skill in the goal;

Judson scored their one
only point. However, the
of the team obviously had
such sympathy, as Sewanee s>

retaliated with two more go
made by Carol Hankins
Mre. Jane My<

The

^"Zl^ Parous hospitality it

from the entire Judson Colleg-

After a crowded six-hour va

ride, the team received its rooi

assignments in the visitor

dorm. The team was spare
furthi

Gorh.

On
Stephanie Ellis

September
volleyball

the from behind to outmaheuver Much to the fans' delight,
team Southwestern and to win 15-13, Sewanee ripped off three

consecutive games 1 5-7 , 1 5-8

,

15-9 to win the best-of-five-game
Penny Nichols and

juvenil*whole team played Judson's
exceptionally well. Especially putting

noteworthy for their defensive Sewanee
tactics were halfbacks Kitty Judson students disgui

Stockell, Paige Wood, and Greer ghouls and apparitions
Kimel. Always quick to support Lheir favorite cheer:
the half-back line were full-backs the road there's a ce

travelled to Lambuth College in 15-1. In the second match, th<

Jackson, Tennessee to play in a Lady Tigers defeated Freed
five-team tournament. The Hardeman in two games 15-10, match
Lady Tigers won three out of 15 .5 to end the morm- , Steffany Ellis led the stream

fort by Barb four matches to capture second The ft

"a ™ T"""18 pla£ of good serving while Luann Ray
place. To progress to the runner

lh* afternoon began ..with and Marta Lenahan followed up
up spot, Sewanee defeated Sewanee meeting Lambuth
Southwestern, Freed-Hardeman, rn\\ a«a «,h« na i,aj „„ 4.u„ ..,«
o„w m,.;ct;<,„ n~,n,™ n-n—J ^oi\ege, who eeked out the win

15-11, 15-7. The fourth and

'ificial discovery <

the toil*

lulled to sleep by and Christian Brothers Colleg<
from Memphis.

first

team, after losing

game 11-15,

serving v

d Marta Lenaha
with very good sets. In addition
Debbie Molrine, Sharon Bonner,
Onie McKenzie, Ruth

Melinda
the spiker• hot i

Sewanee Harriers Take Off To A Successful Season
Charlie On-

Rocky would be proud of
the underrated Cross Country
team. They greet each morn-
ing running and seem to get

stronger every da>.

The team easily outran their

first two opponents, Samford
and Bryan College, on the
Sewanee golf course. The
harriers proved their strength
by beating Bryan by a perfect
score, as Sewanee's top six

runners finished ahead of
Bryan's first man.

In the highly competitive
Bryan Invitational on Oct. 1

the team captured ari

impressive second place out of
seven teams, on an extremely
hilly course.

Felton Wright and Bart
Deluca have been leading the
team to its victories. Wright
placed first against both Bryan
and Samford, as well as captur-

ing third in both the MTSU
and Bryan Invitationals.

Deluca captured a spot in the

top ten of both invitationals.

inr f
.

, ., ,: . . . . final match of the tournament
Aiessa»dro.

™n
g g

(

.

In
Q

lts first

t

match at Jackson,
jt d Sewanee ^nst c B c Pensmger w

'Down the Sewanee team, after losing J f Memphis . jnl real £?,£; positions.

the Lady Tigers squeezed past These victories now even
v. B.C. 10-15, 16-14,6-14. Sewanee's won-loss record at

Saturday Oct. 1 was another 4-4. The next home match will
lay of volleyball as the Lady be Oct. 8 when Sewanee tangles
" ners hosted Maryville College, with Bryan College.

Matt Ligon and Pat Rakes are
running exceptionally well for
f--shmen.

Deluca emphasizes tn

.

early races are "warm-ups !..

the big meets in Novembe.
Wright adds, "We haven't run
against any tough teams ytt.
We'll have to improve a lot to
place better than third in the
C.A.C. Everyone is working
hard and John McPherson
(assistant coach) helps a lot by
running with us."

The harriers will race their
first C.A.C. competition this
Friday at Centre College in

Danville, Kentucky.

PADDLERS ATTEND CHAMPIONSHIPS
Doug Cameron

tiost successful

athletic team in the past few
years has been the Canon
Team. This is a somewhat
deceptive statement,

results were Sewanee - 207, placing in Do
William and Mary - 155, Mars
Hill - 135, Guilford • 69, and
the University of Tennessee -

ual

intercollegiately.

Canoe Team is

the Athletic Department.
Last weekend Dr. Hugh

"Coach" Caldwell and Captain
Phil "Speedboat" Williams led
the Canoe Team to its sixth
consecutive Southeastern Inter-
collegiate Canoe Champion-
ships. Cat Potts paced the
veterans with four gold medals,
while newcomers Mary Jan
Treadwell and Tina Lowry also
brought home medals. Team

Downriver Race results

were: Solo Men's Class (CD-
Frank Marchman 2nd, Phil

Williams 3rd; Tandem Men's
Class (C-2) - Hugh Caldwell and
Marchman 1st; Mixed Tandem
(C-2M) - Cat Potts and Williams
1st, Wayne Glenn and Mary
Jan Treadwell 2nd, Tina Lowry
and Doug Cameron 3rd;
Women's Solo Class(C-lW) •

Cat Potts 1st.

participants

competi
tion were George Walker, Sam
Breyfogle, Prank Grimball,
Kay Edge, Howard Smith, Paul
Erwin, Chap Jackson, Nancy
Reynolds, and Walter Vines.

Independent Steve A tchinson snags pass in IM game

Results of the Slalom Races
were : (C-l) - Williams 3rd,

Cameron 4th; (C-1W) - Cat
Potts 1st; (C-2) - Caldwell and
Cameron 3rd, Marchman and
Glenn 4th; (C-2M) - Potts and
Williams 1st; (C-2W) - Lowry
and Treadwell 2nd. Also
placing were Marchman,
Walker, Breyfogle, Kay Edge,
and Howard Smith.

M0NTEAGLE
SUPERMARKET
Monteagie Dairy Queen
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SIGMA NU'S CAPTURE VICTORY IN IM SWIM
Jay Fisher

On September 29, in the
closest intramural swimming
meet in a few years, the Sigma
Nu's swam to victory, captur-
ing a total of 72 points. The
Independents, last year's

winner, placed second with 54
points. The KA's, backed by a

strong freshman squad,
finished third with 52 points.

At the swimming trial the
preceding night, the Snakes
showed their strength by

breaking the intramural record
in the 200 medley relay. The
relay team consisting of Scott
Brame, Steve Raulston, Frank
Marchman, and John Hay
finished with a time of 1:55.4.

They repeated that

performance during the meet.

The second event, the 200
yard freestyle, was taken by
Earl Ware for the Fiji's with a

swift time of 2:02.6.

John Davies finished second

for the Independents, while

Wiley Wasden took third place

for the KA's.l

Kent Gay of the Indepen-

dents clipped off the 50 yd.

freestyle in 24.2 seconds to

win that race. Jeff Douglas
of the Independents finished

second and John Bincow of
the KA's came in third.

The 100 yd. individual
medley was won by the Sigma
Nu's with Scott Brame

swimming it in 1:04.0. Barry
Goodwin took second place for
the KA's while Doug
McConnell captured third place
for the ATO's.

The low board diving was
an exciting event with Steve
Raulston for the Sigma Nu's
taking 135.85 points and Mike
Allen for the Independents
finishing a close second with
134.7 points. Gene Price for

the Fiji's captured third place.

Frank Marchman was the
winner for the Sigma Nu's in

the 50 yd. butterfly with a

time of 0:27.3. John Blincow
and Glenn Goodwin of the
KA's took second and third
places respectively.

The 100 yd. freestyle was a
race to the finish with Earl
Ware of the Fiji's beating Kent
Gay of the Independents by an

eyelash with a time of 0:55.2.

Cary Cluett finished third for

the Dells in this event.
Scott Brame took first place

in the 100 yd. backstroke to

strengthen the Sigma Nu's lead
with a time of 1:02.3. Jeff
Douglas swam to second place
for the Independents and Doug
McConnell took third place for

the ATO's.
The 100 yd. breaststroke

was captured by Steve
Raulston of the Sigma Nu's in

1:14.0 seconds. The KA's,
represented by Barry Goodwin,
placed second and the

Independents with Mike Allen

took third.

The final event, the 200 yd.
freestyle realy, was captured
by the Sigma Nu's with a final

time of 1:46.4. The KA's
came in second and the

Independents took third in this

final race of the evening,

the Delts in this event.

Women's IM Football nears championships

KA's Lead Close Race In IM Football

Blair Dickinson

As earlier predicted,

intramural football has turned

out to be a phenomenally

close race. The KAs now stand

at the top of the standings, but

the Independents, the Betas,

the ATOs, and the Phi Gams
are all just half a game behind,

while the Lambda Chis and
Delts are only a game out.

Phi Delts, the Sigma Nus, and
the SAEs are all within two
games of the frontrunners, so

that with two weeks of the

regular season left to play,

ten teams have an even shot at

one of the six playoff spots.

The KAs feature a fleet

corps of receivers, some very

stout blocking

backs, and the much improved

passing and leadership of senior

quarterback Ed Colhoun, in a

balanced scoring attack. Fifth

year veterans John Scoville and
Ken Schuppert pulled in some
key receptions in a stunning
victory over the unbeaten Fijis

20-13. The KAs followed

with shutout wins over the

Dekes and Sigma Nus,

sandwiched around a loss to

the Independents that mars an
otherwise unbeaten season.

The Independents were

emerging as the class of the

league behind its high-powered
offense until they were upset

by the Betas for their second

loss. The Betas, preseason

favorites, were rebounding

from an early forfeit to their

original supremacy until they

were beaten by the Lambda
Chis 18-6 behind John Jones'

two pass interceptions and

three touchdowns.
The Chops, following a one-

sided loss to the Sigma Nus on

opening day, bounced back to

win four straight games,

backed by the pinpoint passing

.and placekicking of

freshman Iveson Nolan, the

receiving of Jones and Peter

Steffens, the adept defensive

play of Safety Willie-Mays

Sconzo, and the overall

leadership of Ross Dickerson.
After wins over the Betas,
Phis, and SAEs, though the

Chops lost to the Delts to

drop down to sixth place.

The Delts led by seniors

Bill Harper, Bobby Brannon,
and Harris Myers, had a good
week, defeating the Fijis in

addition to their win over the

Lambda Chis, before bowing to

the ATOs. The ATOs were
supported by the blocking of

Ben Mize, the balanced scoring

attack of Leonard Pogue and
Cr»m Haar, and three batted

down passes by Jeff Fowler.

The Fijis, after losing two
straight, rebounded to swamp
the Sigma Nus behind John
Jacobs' four touchdowns, and

then won over the Phis, 7-0, in

a mudbath, as Steve Jobe

scored the only touchdown.

Jobe, usually known only as an

academic wizard, has become a

Fiji mainstay at center and

linebacker, and is quarterback

Cam Welton's best receiver in

clutch situations.

Poor field conditions have

contributed greatly to the

number of upsets. Good
footing is hard to come by

as there is an underground

spring that surgaces around

the fifty -yard line. Bad

weather has also hampered

play

IM SCOREBOARD

Lamda Chi 18 Betas 6
Independents 20 Sigma Nu
KAs 20 Figis 13
Lamda Chi 14 Phi Delt
Betas 13 Delts 2
Figii 55 Dekes
Delts 14 Figis 13
Independents 19 KAs 7
Figis 32 Sigma Nu 14
KAs 28 Dekes
Sigma Nu 8 ATOs 6
Delts 14 Lamda Chi
KAs 7 Sigma Nu
Betas 6 Independents
Lamda Chi 13 SAEs
Figis 7 Phi Delts

ATOs 18 Delts 12

WOMEN'S IM SCOREBOARD

Hunter-Hoffman Johnson
Cleveland Johnson

Hunter-Hoffman 12 Benedict

UPCOMING SPORTS EVENTS
Football
Oct 8
Oct 15 Southwestern at Memphis

Oct 8 Tenn. Wesleyan at home
U.A.H. at Huntsville

Tusculuman at Greenville, Tn.
2:00 p.m.

Oct 15 3:00 p.m. Berry at home
Cross Country
Oct 7 4.-30 p.m. Centre at Danville

Oct 15 10:00 a.m. Southwestern at Memphis

Volleyball

Oct 8 Tri Meet at home

(cont. from p. 4)

Immediately following

Canon Wright's visit. The Very
Reverend H.C.N. Williams, Pro-

vost of Coventry Cathedral,

will be here to preach in All

Saints' at the 11:15 a.m. Eu-
charist on November 6, and he
and The Reverend Eloise
Lester, the Director of the
CCN, will meet with the
Sewanee Chapter that Sunday

crrring
The staff of the Sewanee

Chapter is made up of clergy

and I ay people: The Reverends
Craig B. Anderson, Harry B.

Bainbridge, Carlyle Gill,

Ronald E. Greiser, Charles Kib-
linger, and Stiles B. Lines and
Messrs. Richard E. Donohoe,
Mark E. Graham, Robert D.

Keirsey, J. Waring McCrady,
Carl D. Siegel, and Charles M.
Watts.

SALE
MEN'S CONVERSE ALL-STAR TENNIS SHOES

REG. PRICE $16.00

SALE PRICE $12.50

SEWANEE GOLF AND TENNIS CLUB

GOLF SHOP

JOIN THE WINE CLUB AT

VALLEY LIQUORS
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

COWAN ROAD, COWAN, TENNESSEE
967-7063

INQUIRE AT:

SHENANIGANS
SANDWICHES COFFEE TEA CHEESES

GOURMET FOODS RECORDS PAPERBACKS

BEER-DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

OPEN 1 1 :30 AM - MIDNIGHT

CLOSED ON SUNDAY

IN SEWANEE , CALL 598-5774
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Sewenee Hosts MadameSergav

a

(cont. from p. 3)

My theatrical experience

with Miss Catherine consisted

of a rendition of a monologue

taken from Tennessee Williams'

play "The Glass Meangerie".

The particular character I

played was Tom, who deserted

his sister and mother to roam

about the world to be free.

Yet he was a constrant prisoner

of his thoughts, plagued by the

guilt which he felt for leaving

his mother and crippled sister.

I stepped out onto the stage

smoking a Camel non-filter

cigarette and said, "I didn't go

to the moon, I went much fur-

ther .

"Wait a minute, honey!"

he said, getting up. "Go back

nd do it again, we know you

an smoke a cigarette," and

ling the audit ! Off

tors said, "Don't we know he

can smoke?" "Yes," they all

answered. Needless to say, I

turned red.

This same thing happened

seven times before I was

allowed to get the other 45

lines out. But the funny thing

about Miss Catherine is that no

matter how devastating her cri-

ticisms might appear, she

always tempers them with

humor. To make it short, she

always leaves you laughing.

You see, after seven takes and

seven half-smoked Camels, I

looked a little ridiculous, unbe-

known to myself. After her

witty observation about my
smoking expertise I answered,

"Yes ma'am, I am smoking too

much. I'm smoking so much I

can hardly talk." She laughed

and we were friends right then.

She sing

HC Chairman's Note
(cont. from p. 7)

been subjected to an Honor
Code? Is it not easier to realize

and leam an ideal of honor if

there are only "four qualities

that sound nice", as opposed to

an ideal that has eight hundred
specific elaborate do's and
don't's? Is it not easier to de
velop an honorable way of life,

when one knows that he or she

shouldn't "lie, cheat, steal, or

break his promise without just

cause," as opposed to one trying

to develop an honorable way of
life, when he has not only to

learn four main qualities, but he
also has to learn hundreds of

as an enforcement agency with
severity and elements of proce-
dural mystery." We do our best
to maintain the ideal of honor
here, whether people agree with
us or not. I would like to say,
that the students who strongly
believe the Honor System can or

ild be instituted in

way, should try (o
tried) t "

. differ-

eded

stem from the foui
These four qualities i

for one to develop hi

of honor.

And finally, I ws
that different people r

ent opinions, and the
not surprising to :

which all stantly

Code to
greatly n

say, that

qualities.

lOUgh
ideal

ive differ-

However, I do want to say
t the Honor Council is con-

scussing the Honor
ee if there are any
ded changes. I will

couple of the changes
nat tne editorial stated as

leeded, are being discussed by
he Honor Council, and have
ieen discussed since the begin-
ting of the semester.

who can talk to anyone; she is

neither condescending nor

pompous, only a very pleasur-

able and enlightening women
who has been a positive boost

to theatre here at Sewanee. I

only hope that her return will

be soon enough that I might be

able to learn more from her.

From talking with the other

Sewanee actors involved in the

acting workshops, I know that

her return is greatly awaited.

Trip Halbkat, a sophomore in

the workshop, told me that

"she was very helpful; she is a

lady of amazing vitality." In

front of the Bishop's Common
Niels Kalchar told me that "it

was a most rewarding experi-

ence to have worked under so

fine a teacher."

fine a teacher."

Dr. David Landon, the

sponsor of the workshop, is to

be heartily congratulated for

obtaining this marvelously

talented woman for a very pro-

ductive week at Sewanee.

Dr. Richard B. Donaldson

SEWANEE WELCOMES NEW SURGEON

Dr. Richard B. Donaldson,
an orthopedic surgeon from
Chattanooga, has been
appointed to the medical staff

of Emerald-Hodgson Hospital
in Sewanee. He is seeing

patients on Friday of each
week in the emergency room
of Emerald-Hodgson Hospital,

and plans to work into a
time Sewanee practice by next

Dr. Donaldson received his
medical degree from Cornell
University Medical College in

New York. He did his

residency in orthopedicsurgery

ity hospitals, State

University of Iowa anc
Cleveland Clinic Fpundation
of Cleveland, Ohio.

He is a member of the

-medical staffs of Erlanger and
Children's Hospitals, Memorial
Hospital, Parkridge Hospital,

East Ridge Hospital and
Women's Hospital. He is

certified by the American
Board of Orthopedic Surgery
and is a member of the

Tennessee State Medical

Society, the Chattanooga
Medical Society, and Hamilton
County Medical Society

Varsity Football = SPORTS SCOREBOARD |

(cont. from p. 9) =

Pack. Sewanee ran down the 1
Football

remaining 45 seconds and the EScwan« 24

ball game became history. E

Next Saturday, Sewanee | Soccer
takes on Centre in Danville, SSewanee
Kentucky. Sewanee returns;"
home October 22 for home-

i

coming against rival :

Washington and Lee

Rushing: Carries — Net =

Clark

Pons

Ray

Total

6

6
15

4
5

38 1
23 |

£
-36 =
11 I

s

12 |
48 |

Passing: Completions Net Yards 1

i
213 I
40 1

Clark 16/30
4/7

Receiving: Number Net Yds.|

Austin

Shultt

9

7

4

140 §
78 1
35

ewanee 2 Chr
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SEWANEE UNION THEATRE
UNIVERSITY AVENUE, SEWANEE

SHOWS AT 7:30 P.M. NIGHTLY

The
Other
Side of
Midnight

THURS.- SAT.

(6-8 OCT. )

Four men . . . outlaws thrown
together by fate . . . risk the

only thing they have left to lose.

SUN. -MON. (9 & 10 OCT.)

LOVE STORY
STARING |PG|PMEHI»L EUinWCt SU6Stfflll'S&]

ALIMacGRAW ' Z
.""

"

"""""" "'"

TUES.& WED.
RYAN O'NEAL

( 11412 OCT.)

Anepicfantasy
ofpeace and magic,

WIZARDS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

THURS. - SAT. (13-15 OCT.

m ,,,,(81.

SUN.4MON,
( 164 17 OCT.)


